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OVERVIEW, BACKGROUND, AND BRIEF SUMMARY

This report describes a new technique that accelerates long wavelength holography,

which utilizes radiation with wavelengths in the range of millimeters to hectameters.

Only electromagnetic waves are considered, but applications to acoustics seem possible.

Background On Holography

Holography is an imaging method that involves two steps.

In the first, a coherent beam illuminates an object, which scatters a wave onto a

detector. A second wave propagates directly from source to detector, interacting K.
negligibly or not at all with the object. The second wave, the reference wave,

propagates around the object or on a distinct path. The two waves interfere, producing

an intensity pattern that is recorded. In the beginning of holography, Gabor utilized

visible radiation, and the detector was photographic film. The developed film was called

a hologram to emphasize that both phase and intensity were recorded by intensity

measurements. This first step is called hologram formation; it can be considered data

acquisition.

The second step produces images. For example, in the case of visible light, a hologram

illuminated with a coherent beam scatters a wave proportional to the object wave. This

step is called wavefront reconstruction; it can be considered data processing.

Holographic imaging differs significantly from photography and conventional imaging

with lenses. Holographic images have three dimensional structure, unlike photographs.

The two step process permits spatial filtering for image enhancement. Holography

produces images of objects obscured by diffusing layers, unlike conventional imaging. In

addition, holograms are directly useful, for they show spatial phase distributions of

object-scattered waves.
"'..
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Long Wavelength Holography

Experiments have shown that long wavelength holography is feasible for many, diverse

applications. Most of the experiments were done in laboratories with standard

equipment rather than specially developed systems. A notable and highly developed

counter-example is synthetic aperture radar, which can be interpreted in terms of

holography. In general though, the potential applications require continued research on

understanding, accelerating, and simplifying long wavelength holography.

Long wavelength holography has two somewhat overlapping kinds of applications. One is

identifying objects; the other is diagnostic.

Identification includes problems like those in radar, where one or more objects are to be

detected and classified or identified. Compared to long wavelength holography, radar is

well developed. For example, airborne synthetic aperture radar produces images of

terrain. The coordinates of these images are distance and one transverse dimension

because data are synthesized in range by the radar pulse and in cross-range by aircraft

motion.

In contrast, holographic images have two transverse coordinates if two dimensional

antenna arrays are used. However, holographic images with one radial coordinate have

been produced without pulsed radiation by superimposing a sequence of images that were

reconstructed from a series of one dimensional holograms. References give details.

Another distinction between radar and long wavelength holography is that holographic

systems can passively form images. That is, a radiating source can be imaged. The

reference wave can be extracted by a separate receiving antenna.

! Long wavelength holography is appropriate for identifying objects obscured by regions

that attenuate or scatter visible light. For example, propagation through the terrestrial

atmosphere distorts conventional images. Objects buried in soil or snow have been

identified in microwave holographic experiments. Geological applications include the

imaging of geological faults from holograms synthesized by flying aircraft that receive

waves from ground-based radio transmitters.

0-2



Diagnostic applications include studying radiation by antennas and propagation through

radomes. Multipath propagation has been studied. Three examples are microwave

scattering by radomes, the troposphere, and water waves. The multipath studies show

that useful holograms result naturally from the configuration of propagation paths.

Methods of Long Wavelength Holography

Despite its feasibility, long wavelength holography remains rather slow, and image

quality is, in most cases, rather low. This section describes reasons for this situation as

a preliminary to describing our research.

Low image quality, in comparison to visible images, results in part from low resolution

produced by apertures with dimensions that are comparable to the wavelength.

However, subwavelength resolution has been obtained from semicircular holograms and

from overlapping images from sequences of holograms synthesized by an aircraft. Other

factors affecting image quality will be described later in this section.

Speed is usually low in laboratory experiments with general-purpose apparatus.

* Specialized apparatus can greatly accelerate long wavelength holography; of course,

costs are a restriction. Speed is more than a convenience; it is important for imaging

transient events or sequences of transient events. Moreover, speed is essential in

applying imaging to the control of robots or vehicles that identify obscured objects such

as buried land mines.

To see how speed and image quality depend on procedures and apparatus, let us consider

early methods of long wavelength holography. In early work the hologram fringe pattern

was sampled by translating an antenna over an area, which was approximately

perpendicular to the object scattered wave. The detected intensity was displayed on an

, oscilloscope and photographed. The photograph was scale-reduced to produce a

hologram. Images were generated by illuminating the hologram with a laser beam.

This procedure was slow, of the order of minutes, partly because the probe was

mechanically scanned and because a tangible hologram was produced. Scanning delays

have been reduced, to two seconds, with crossed arrays of receiving antennas that

sequentially received and transmitted; with a receiver of each array, the data acquisition

0-3
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delays can be reduced by an order or magnitude. An array that spans an area can further

reduce scanning delays.

Another delay was in producing a tangible hologram. This delay has ben reduced by

digitally computing images. With a dedicated computer, delays can be on the order of

seconds; the sources of delay are analog-to-digital conversion, computation, and display

of images.

Digital computation also improves image quality by eliminating the scale-reduced

hologram and its laser illumination. These holograms usually were not reduced in the

scale of visible and nonvisible wavelengths because of the limited resolution of cameras.

Consequently, images were small and longitudinally distorted.

Inverse Scattering: The General Setting of Long Wavelength Holography

Long wavelength holography is a special case of inverse scattering.
4

Inverse scattering is a name given to a wide group of physical and mathematical

problems that involve wave scattering and have as solutions, or goals, information about

the configuration or composition of a scattering object. The known data include the

diffracted field, which is the sum of the incident and scattered fields; in addition, if the

illuminating source is controlled, the incident field is known at the scatterer and at the

observation point. Inverse problems differ from direct problems, which start with data

on the object and incident fic 1d and have scattered fields as solutions. Direct problems

are analytic; inverse problems synthesize scatterer properties.

Inverse scattering problems are diverse. In physics, an early example is the study of

atomic structure with beams of electrons and alpha particles. More recently, inverse

problems have been considered in quantum scattering theory. In engineering, radar

problems motivate research on electromagnetic inverse scattering to identify objects or

determine properties of propagation paths. The synthesis of antennas and layered

dielectrics are additional examples. In medicine, X-ray tomographic imaging is widely

accepted; tomography is also done with acoustic waves.

0-4
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In addition to tomography, inverse scattering includes other forms of i1Taglr . \,

example is determining the relationships between objects and blurred images in ;t" .

instruments. Holographic imaging also has been described in terms of inverse c ,I, ,

by Porter and Devaney, who showed that real image formed by a wave converging fr,

closed hologram is proportional to the complex conjugate of the minimum energy ( L~T.

that generated the hologram. Imaging by synthetic aperture radar also has a hologrh')t"

interpretation.

Clearly, inverse scattering is a unifying general concept that includes many application,

that are done with diverse instruments in a wide spectrum of temporal frequencies for

both acoustic and electromagnetic waves.

Problems Treated in this Report

This report describes a new method for accelerating long wavelength holography. In

particular, it describes an approach to real-time wavefront reconstruction. It gives

theoretical analyses and experimental verification. It excludes experiments on hologram

formation because scope is limited; however, results are given for processing of existing

holograms.

Summary

This report describes a method for real-time wavefront reconstruction. The method is a

form of optical computing. In particular it is parallel processing and can be described as

wavefront processing because the data propagate through the system like a wave. This

description is more than analogy; the incoming long wave is replicated as a shorter wave

and then optically processed. The processor has no memory and thus requires no clock;

however, images can be stored.

The method involves doubling the hologram, that is, producing two axially symmetric

holograms from the original. A doubling device is, for example, an array of solid-state

lasers; each is connected to a pair of optical fibers, which arc arranged to produce the

axially symmetric pair of holograms. The output ends of the fibers radiate producing

Fourier transforms of the holograms and hence images. The novel aspect here is that

0-5
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radiation from axially symmetric pairs of fibers interferes, but interference does not

occur between waves from distinct pairs. Thus, considerations of spatial coherence

underlie the approach.

Experimental confirmation is given. By starting with existing microwave (9.3 GHz)

L: holograms of log-periodic antennas, we produced images of their active regions for sum

and difference modes. Images were formed at wavelength 0.85 micrometer. Additional

measurements were made with a doubler that used 8.57 millimeter waves.

:.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Experiments show that holography with microwaves and radio waves is feasible and

useful for many, diverse applications that include the identification of scatterers,
-..

analysis of propagation through the terrestrial atmosphere, and diagnostics of antennas

and radomes (see References 1-11). Although holography is most often done with visible

light, the microwave and radio wave versions are useful because the longer wavelengths

penetrate regions opaque to visible light, are inherent in the operation of antennas and

radomes, and give resonant scattering for objects of appropriate sizes. In addition, long

wavelength holograms often occur as consequences of propagation, rather than in

deliberate laboratory experiments; examples are multiple propagation paths in the

troposphere or radomes.

Long wavelength holography is useful for two reasons. First, it produces images, which

help in identifying objects or interpreting scattering phenomena. Images assist human

observers and may be useful for automatic interpretation by machines. The second ...

reason is that holograms are interferograms for diagnostics of scattering or of radiation

by antennas and radomes.

The applications of long wavelength holography are examples of inverse scattering,

which provides a unifying theoretical framework; however, the diversity of the appli-

cations generates distinct and specialized techniques for data acquisition and processing.

Apparatus is highly developed for some applications; for example, synthetic aperture

radar, which has a holographic interpretation, produces detailed terrain images fromr

moving aircraft or orbital satellites (References 12-14). In contrast, techniques are

rather slow and inconvenient for some potential applications such as imaging transient

events or identifying buried objects from robots. Some progress has been made recently

in special cases such as testing large reflector antennas (Reference 15) and airborne "

bistatic imaging of geological features (Reference 16). In general, fast and convenient

techniques seem lacking for long wavelength holography.

1-1 I
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Time delays occur in both data acquisition, or measurement, and in data processing, or

computation; both apparatus and procedures cause delays.

In early measurements, data were acquired in the hologram formation step by scanning

an antenna over an area to measure the intensity of a fringe pattern or the complex-

valued object wave. The measured data were encoded by photographing and scale

reducing an oscilloscope display to produce a hologram transparency. The encoded data "-

were processed, in the reconstruction step, by illuminating the transparency with a

coherent beam of visible light.

Antenna arrays of crossed configuration have reduced acquisition delays, and digital

computers have reduced processing delays. Computational reconstruction also

eliminates image degradation that results if holograms are not scaled by the ratio of the

formation and reconstruction wavelengths because of limited camera resolution.

The acquisition delays can be virtually eliminated by using specialized instrumentation.

* Antenna arrays would eliminate scanning an antenna over an area. A receiver at each

receiving antenna eliminates delays caused by switching a single receiver. The use of

these techniques is limited by the cost of a system, not by technology.

The processing delays occur in analog-to-digital conversion, in sequential computation

even with Fourier transform algorithms for imaging, and in displaying the image data,

say on a cathode ray tube presentation.

The processing delays are the problem that was studied in the research project described

by this report.

This report describes a method for real-time reconstruction from long wavelength

hologram data. The method is optical and parallel, a form of wavefront processing

(References 17 and 18); it is spatially noncoherent. The next section describes the

method. Subsequent sections describe two theoretical descriptions as well as

measurements and computations for 0.85 4m radiation. A section compares recon-

struction methods; it refers to an earlier coherent method that utilized centimeter

waves. Another section describes spatially noncoherent reconstruction with 8.57 mm

waves. A final section summarizes results of the study.

1-2



2. SPATIALLY NONCOHERENT WAVEFRONT RECONSTRUCTION

Figure 1 shows an approach to real time, long wavelength holography based on spatially

noncoherent reconstruction. A transmitting antenna illuminates the object, and a second

antenna radiates a reference beam. The object and reference beams are received by an

array of antennas, at A. Each antenna is connected to a detector that responds to

intensity in the interference pattern. The intensity detected by each detector is

displayed by a set of separately coherent light sources at B. The display produces a

scale-reduced replica of the long wavelength interference pattern. A one-to-one

correspondence exists between the set of receiving antennas and coherent sources.

Although each light source is coherent, no two sources are mutually coherent. The

fringe pattern at B is a hologram. Two replicas of the hologram are produced by

propagation through a doubler (defined in Figure 2), and further propagation, possibly

through a lens, produces holographic images (as suggested in Figure 1).

A

0 B
-70o

-..

00 0

D

eMFoolT 
Iv

Figure 1. Spatially Noncoherent Wavefront Reconstruction for Long Wavelength
Holography. T is a transmitting antenna. TR is a reference wave antenna.
The object 0 was a letter F. A is an array of receiving antennas. B is an

array of light sources. D is a doubler, explained in Figure 2.
The image is at I.

A doubler D produces two axially symmetric holograms. Figure 2 shows a possible

embodiment. It consists of a beam splitter and two prisms with orthogonal orientations.

The light from a source in one hologram is coherent with the light at an axially

symmetric source in the other hologram but is not coherent with light from nonaxially

5..
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HD,,
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Figure 2. A Hologram Doubler. H is a hologram. S is a beam splitter.
P is a prism. DH is the doubled hologram.

symmetric points. Of course, the sources in either hologram are separately coherent but

not mutually coherent. This arrangement is the reason for the name spatially

noncoherent.

The feasibility of spatially noncoherent reconstruction was demonstrated by a simulation

experiment to avoid the expense of the array and doubler in Figures I and 2. The object

was planar, the letter F. A detour phase hologram (Reference 19) was prepared and

verified by illuminating it with a coherent beam of 6328 A light. The hologram is shown

in Figure 3, and the image in Figure 4. A spatially noncoherent reconstruction was done

by forming a sequence of apertures in a film strip. The apertures were axially

symmetric pairs; Figure 5 shows the first seven frames of the strip. Note that the first

frame contains one aperture, which is the central aperture of the hologram in Figure 3.

mas

- mml• .

-m ,mlll, mm

mn-

BMFO03 mm

Figure 3. Computer-Generated Hologram of Letter F
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BMF004 A B

Figure 4. Coherent Light Reconstructions from Scale-Reduced Hologram
of Figure 3. For B3 the exposure was longer than for A.

Thus the doubled holograms were separated by zero distance. Spatially noncoherent

* reconstruction was done by illuminating a frame, opening a shutter to expose recording

film, and sequentially exposing all frames. In this way, the intensities from the

* exposures add, giving spatially noncoherent reconstruction. Figure 6 shows the spatially

d o

noncoherent reconstruction.

I BMF0O5

Figure 5. First Seven Frames of Film Strip for SequentiA Exposure

I

BMFFO6

Figure 6. Spatially Noncoherent Reconstruction Produced h Sequential
Exposure of Film Strip in Figure 5.

2-3
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3. EXPERIMENT: FIBER OPTIC, INFRARED HOLOGRAM DOUBLER

The interferometer in Figure 2 is conceptually simple, but it is delicate, unsuitable for

field use. Therefore, we fabricated a doubler that uses an array of laser diodes and a

pair of optical fibers from each laser. Figure 7 shows the lasers and fibers, with a

Charge-Coupled Device (CCD) array as a detector. The lasers operated with continuous
radiation at 0.85 micrometer wavelength. The core diameters were 6 micrometers;

cladding outside diameter was 75 micrometers. The fibers were arranged in a horizontal

line, and they were all adjacent. The CCD array has 256 detectors, each spaced by

%I 25 micrometers. Distance from the radiating ends of the fibers to the CCD array was

105 mm. The output of the CCD array was presented on an oscilloscope fitted with a

Polaroid camera.

FIBERS

' b.
____________OSCILLOSCOPE

LASERS

BMFO07 CCD ARRAY

Figure 7. Fiber Optic Doubler with Charge-Coupled Device (CCD) Detector Array

Experiments were done without an antenna array; instead, existing holograms were

utilized. The holograms were formed with the setup in Figure 8. A 9.100-GHz

microwave source was connected to an array of two Log Periodic Antennas (LP N,) and

through a directional coupler (equivalent to a beam splitter) to a horn antenna TR that

radiated the reference beam. The antennas were coplanar and TR was 0-55m from the

LPA. The intensity on a plane 1.00 meter from the plane containing the LPA and TR was

scanned by moving a small receiving antenna over a region of the plane. The angle

* between the object and reference beams was approximately 29'. Detected intensity 'Vas

• recorded by photographing the oscilloscope display.

3-1
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LPAA

DUFOOG

Figure 8. Apparatus for Forming Microwave Holograms of Log-Periodic Antenna (LPA).
A is a receiving antenna; D a detector; S an oscilloscope; SG a signal generator;

TR an antenna that radiates the reference wave.

,%.

The log periodic array can radiate in two modes. In one, the sum mode, both antennas

radiate in phase. In the other mode the two antennas radiate out of phase. Figure 9

shows microwave holograms formed for the sum and difference modes.

Because we utilized only four lasers, only four hologram intensity peaks were

represented and only for a horizontal section of the holograms. Figure 10 shows the

arrangement of fibers in the doubler. The outsides of adjacent pairs were in contact,

giving approximate spacings between fiber centers of 75 micrometers. To represent the

sum mode hologram of Figure 9a, the lasers were adjusted to give equal output. To

represeit the difference mode hologram, in Figure 9b, the central pair of lasers was

extinguished, and the outer pair gave equal output. Figure 11 suggests the intensity

distributions.

4-

A B
BMFOO9

Figure 9. Holograms of Antenna. In A the antennas of the LPA
radiated in phase; in B, out of phase.
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Figure 10. Experimental Arrangement of Fibers in Hologram Doubler.
The outer circles represent the claddings; the inner the cores.

The fringe patterns formed at the CCD array were measured to test the setup.

Figure 12 shows intensity measured when only one laser was on, and thus when only one

of the fiber pairs radiated. The fringes show that coherence is obtained and the fringe

spacings correlate well with those expected from the pair spacings of 75, 225, 375, and

525 microns.

o flfl flflfflflf

Figure 11. Brightness Distributions for Reconstructions. A shows fiber
input end arrangement. B shows input brightness for sum mode, and

C is brightness at output of doubler. D shows input brightness for

difference mode, and E is at output of doubler.I
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.Figure 12. Intensity Fringes. Fiber pair spacings: A, 78 Aim; B, 232/um;
C, 398 gm; D, 530 Am. Vertical scale is 50 mV per square.

The reconstruction for the sum mode hologram of Figures 9a and Ila is shown in

Figure 13a. The reconstruction for the difference mode (Figures 9b and llb) is shown in

Figure 13b. In Figure 13a, the high maxima outside the central order are images of the

antenna. In Figure 13b, the pair of maxima at the locations of the maxima for the sum

mode are images of the two elements of the array. The out-of-phase elements are

resolved, but the in-phase elements are not. It is significant for interpretation that the

sum mode and difference mode images occur at the same off-axis positions. Actually

the outer large maxima in Figure 13a are second order images. The first orders are

expected at the minima in Figure 13a. The next theoretical section predicts image

locations and explains the missing orders.
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Figure 13. Reconstruction Intensity for Log Periodic Array. A is for the
antennas radiating in the sum mode; B is for the difference mode.
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4. THEORY: DISCRETE, RADIATING SOURCES

To describe images let us consider the radiating ends of the fibers to be represented by

an array of point sources as in Figure 14. This assumption ignores the diffraction pattern

of the individual fibers so it is restricted to small angles off the axis normal to the plane

containing thc fiber ends. For a plane of constant x in the farfield or Fraunhofer region,

antenna array theory gives for the amplitude from two, coherent, in-phase, equal

amplitude point sources,

(eik'yd m + e-ik'y dM),
m m rl

=2A cos (k'yd
m yin)

* V°

P(x1 , V)

(O.YM) I

BMFO14

Figure 14. Coordinates for Reconstruction. Sources are at (0, ±Y )"

The observation point P is assumed in the array's farfield. m

where Am is the source amplitude, k'y is (2 7r/X') sin(h; and X' is the reconstruction

wavelength, dm is the distance of either source from the x axis of Figure 14, and 6 is the
2

* off axis angle. The intensity from the two sources is luml . For an array of M pairs,

where N is an integer, noncoherent addition of intensities gives image intensity.

12 2 2
ui 2 =4 A2 cos W dm=l y) (2)

4-1
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The intensity given by Equation 2 was calculated for the sum and difference mode

holograms of Figure 9 represented by the brightness distributions of Figure 11. That is,

for the sum mode, the Am all had unit value; for the difference mode, A1 and A4 had

unit value, but A2 and A3 had value zero. The distances dm were determined from

fringe spacings in Figure 12. The values were 39, 116, 194, and 265 micrometers. If all

cladding outside diameters were 75 micrometers, as given by the fiber manufacturer,

these values would be 38, 113, 188, and 263 micrometers. The differences between the

expected and experimental values of dm are small and attributed to tolerances and

possibly to an adhesive that restrained the fibers near their input ends.

Results of calculations are given in Figure 15. These computed values should be "

compared with the measured image intensities shown in Figure 13. The calculated values

agree closely with the measured. The agreement exists despite the axial distance being

*. only 105 mm and the usual (2dn)/kX criterion (for the farfield) being approximately

300 mm for the largest value of din; of course (2dm) 2 ' has smaller values for those

* fibers closer to the x-axis.

4.-
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Figure 15. Reconstruction Intensity Calculated from Equation 2. The upper P
graph is for the sum mode; the lower for the difference.
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5. THEORY: CONTINUOUS, SEPARATED APERTURES

Although the theory of the preceding section led to accurate calculations of

reconstructed intensity, it omitted the formation step. The theory assumes the

configuration of the shorter wavelength hologram is given. It omits the scale reduction

between the formation and reconstruction steps; it also omits the formation wavelength,

which differs from that for reconstruction. The theory does not provide a physical

interpretation of intensity maxima as images.

This section presents an approximate diffraction theory that includes both the formation

and reconstruction steps.

The formation step is described in Figure 16. A point object is assumed at the origin,

and a point reference source at (o,Yr). The situation is assumed two-dimensional. A

receiving probe antenna measures intensity in the plane at xh as a function of Yh. The

scalar field, with wave polarization omitted, in the plane xn is

uh = expikr I + expi (kr 2 + a (3)

where a is a constant phase adjustment that describes path differences, and, to

j quadratic approximations,

r xh +(y /2x ) (4)

r 2  Xh + [(yh -yr)/2xh ](5)

The hologram intensity is

9!h2 4 cos2 [Yr/2xh)(2Yhy r )-(/2)] (6)

5-1
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Figure 16. Formation Step Geometry

The value of a adjusts the position of the fringes. In Figure 9, the intensity is a

minimum for Yh having values near zero. Thus we set a equal to a' such that

O(N +1) 77 (IT Yr/x)a (7)

where N is an integer, positive or negative. With a, Equation 6 gives

2 Uhl 2 4 sin 2 8 Yh (8)

where 8 is (Yr/A Xh); this distribution is assumed over a finite width. To double the

hologram as suggested by Figure 2, it is first shifted by distance a, so it is centered at yh

equal to a, and scale reduced by factor m; the intensity in the fringe region is

u hl+ 4 sin [8m (yn-ad (9)
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The second axially symmetric hologram is obtained by inversion of Yh (substitute -Yh in

Equation 9). It is centered at Yh equals -a. Because the sin 2 function is even, the second

4 holograms intensity is

2 2
= i m (Yh +a)] (10) ""lUhl - = 4sn+-.

Figure 17 shows the arrangement of the two holograms. The upper hologram, centered

at Yh equal to a, spans the region a - W <_ Yh :S a + W. The lower hologram, centered at

Yh equal to -a, spans the region -a - W <Yh -a + W.

Y

'V' Yh ,

a+w

: ~~yh=a+t ' --

a

a-w .%

-a+w

aa

h = -a

8MFO17 -a-W

Figure 17. Coordinates for Integration Over Doubled Holograms

To evaluate image intensity, assume each point on the holograms is a radiating source

with wavelength A'. The source at a fixed value of Yh in the first hologram is coherent

with the source at -Yh in the second hologram. Therefore, the complex-valued amplitude -.

from two sources, at ±Yh, is the complex sum of their complex amplitudes. This sum is,

with k' equal to 2 ITIX' and omitting the factor expik'R, where R is farfield distance,

'" 2 si + 2""

u. = l~hi+ exp (-ik' Yh+ sin + iuhI- exp (-ik'yh - sin d) (II)
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where the notation Yh+ emphasizes that the first term is for the upper hologram, where

yh is positive; Yh- in the second term for the lower hologram is negative. Image ..

intensity is obtained by integrating jul12 over all sources; intensities ju 1
2 add because

only axially-sym metric points (at specific magnitudes of +Yh) are mutually coherent.

To facilitate the integration, introduce the variable f, such that for symmetric points at

±Yh, the value of Yh is a + f in the upper hologram, and Yh is -(a + 4) in the lower. When

f increases, Yh increases in the upper hologram but decreases in the lower. With the

substitutions, yh+ equal to (a + 1 in Equation 9 for the upper hologram, and Yh- equal to

-(a + ) in Equation 10 for the lower, Equation 11 gives

u. 4sin2 (5m)exp ik'(a +)sin] +4sin2 (8 m )exp k'(a +)sin (12)

= 8sin2 (8 m Cos [k' (a + 6) sinib_

because the sine function squared is even valued. The intensity produced by two axially

symmetric points is, with a- = k' sin 0 ,

2 (3

Iui 2=64sin4 (8m )cos 2 [k'(a +)sin] (13)

The image intensity produced by adding intensities from all points in the hologram is .c.

2 a+w 2

luii2 fa i9 d f (14)lU~l -w

where 2W is the width of the integration region.

To evaluate Equation 14, rewrite the integrand of Equation 13 with trigonometric

identities to reduce the exponents of the trigonometric functions. An intermediate step

gives

a+w
F(1 +Ccos 2 8 m )l + cos 2 r(a + +)2 dC (15)

a-w

-32fcos 2 8 mf[1 + cos 2(r(a+ )]d4
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Further simplification gives

2 4  3 3 cos 2o( +a)- 4cos 28mf +4cos 48m(

-4cos 2 8mfcos 2r(a +f) +cos 48mf cos 20(a +6)]d (16

The integrals involving products of cosines are simplified by expanding the cosines in

exponential functions. The final result is

I lul 2 = 24W + 24W cos (2o-a) sinc (2rW) - 32W sinc (28 mW)

+8Wsinc(48mW)-16W sinc [2W(8m+o)] (7
+ sine [2W (8 m-or)] cos 2o-a+ 4W I sinc [2W (28 m +ar)]

+sinc [2W (2 8m-o-)] I cos 2o-a

where sinc x = x sinx.

Inspection of Equation 17 gives some physical properties of images. The first, third, and

*- fourth terms are independent of the angle t, giving uniform intensity. In the second

term, the factor sinc 2orW has maximum value on the x-axis, where or has value zero. In

the fifth and sixth terms, the factors sinc [2W (8 m ± a) have maxima for a- = ± 8m;

these would be images. In the seventh and eighth terms, the factors sinc [2W(28 m + a)]

have maxima where o-= ±2 8 m; these would be second order images.

For the experimental conditions leading to Figure 13, for which m has value 795, from

the condition o- equals ±8 m, we expect images at angle 4' equal to 0.00572 radian so the

off axis distance y is 0.60 mm. The measured value is 0.60 ±0.01 mm, from the spacing

of 24-1/2 picture elements in Figure 13; where elements are spaced by 25 micrometers.

However, the intensity in Figure 13a has a minimum at the expected location of the

image. (This minimum also occurred in Figure 15a for the discrete array theory.)

The factor cos 2o-a explains the missing image. For the maximum conditions r equals

±8m, cos (2 ra) has unit value because (2 o- a) is 4 7r for m equals 795, a equals

150 micrometers, and 8 equals iryr/k' xh with Yr equals -0.555m, X equals 3.30 cm, and I
xh equals 1.00 meter. When cos (2o-a) has unit value, the term with the factor -16W in

Equation 17 subtracts intensity from the image. An intensity minimum results.
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The second order image gives a peak because for a- equal to ±2 o-, cos 2 ra also has

unit value because 2oaa has value 87r. The term with factor 4W adds to the image

intensity. An intensity maximum results.

". Computations of lull 2 from Equation 17 are shown in Figures 18 through 20. For a equals

150 micrometers, Figures 18 and 19 have minima where the first order images are

expected, in agreement with the measurements in Figure 13. However, the magnitude of

* the first order image can be increased by increasing a, as shown by Figure 20. The

second order images have smaller magnitudes than those measured (Figure 13) or

computed with the discrete array theory (Figure 15) although locations coincide with

Lnose measured and those computed from array theory. The explanation apparently is

that the fringes given by Equations 9 and 10 are broader than the widths of the radiating

. ends of the fibers. Physically, each fringe regarded as a radiator has directional
properties that tend to collimate the beam; this collimation is apparently less for the

smaller radiating ends of the fibers than for the fringes in the continuous theory.

010

M..

% - 002
-163 000 163

8MFOIYl (CM)

Figure 18. Reconstruction Intensity from Equation 17 for M = 795,
a 150 jtm, W 150gm
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Figure 19. Reconstruction Intensity fron Equation 17.
M = 795; a 150 gm; W =120 gm
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* Figure 20. Reconstruction Intensity from Equation 17,
for M = 795; a = 190 Mtm; W = 15014m
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6. ALTERNATIVE RECONSTRUCTION METHODS

Wavefront reconstruction can be done in many ways. The purpose, speed, convenience,

and equipment costs influence the choice.

One factor that distinguishes methods is coherence. Coherent radiation is normally used;

in this case reconstruction can be experimental, an analog computation or numerical by

digital computer. Spatially noncoherent reconstruction is relatively new.

Another factor is the wavelength of the reconstruction beam. Visible light permits

human interpretation of images. CCD arrays also are convenient, when connected to an

oscilloscope, for a range of infrared wavelengths. However, reconstruction can be done

at longer wavelengths such as millimeter waves. Longer wavelengths ease component

tolerance, and they reduce the ratio of formation to reconstruction wavelength.

* An experimental real-time microwave holographic system has been developed (see

Reference 18). The system included a receiving array that operated at 3 cm wavelength;

coherent reconstruction was at 2 cm wavelength. See Figure 21.

RECEIVING ANTENNAS

RS M

L -

BMFo2, REFERENCE

Figure 21. Real Time Holographic System with Coherent Reconstruction
RI through RN 10 GHz intensity receivers; RS is a radiating source
at 15 GHz; M1 through M2 are p-i-n diode modulators; L is a lens.
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The next section describes a reconstruction experiment that used 35-GHz waves.

Reconstruction was spatially noncoherent.

It seems too early to compare coherent and spatially noncoherent reconstruction

methods for radio and microwaves. However, factors would be image quality and cost.

Cost will be influenced by components for each architecture. In Figure 21, we have one

reconstruction source, several p-i-n modulators, and a corporate feed which is one to

--. many couplers. In Figure 9, for example, we have many sources but a simpler branching

network.
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7. MILLIMETER WAVE SPATIALLY NONCOHERENT RECONSTRUCTION

Reconstructions were done at 35 GHz, wavelength 8.57 millimeter, approximately

104 times the wavelength of the laser radiation described earlier.

The apparatus resembled that in Figure 7, but it was less extensive and of course utilized

millimeter wave components. The source was a laboratory signal generator. It was %

connected to a pair of flexible waveguides.

Two distinct kinds of waveguide were used in separate experiments. One pair was a

flexible, metallic wound, hollow rectangular waveguide, which was connected to the

signal generator through a waveguide T-section. The other pair was dielectric. One end

of each was inserted into the generator's output port, where they touched. The rods and

pipes were separated gradually toward their open radiating ends.
°a.

Two distinct experiments were done: one with the dielectric waveguides; the other with

the wire-wound pipes. To simulate the array of four sources and four pairs of fibers (as

in Figure 7), the radiating ends of the waveguides were placed at each of four pairs of

positions. Spacings were 2.5, 7.5, 12.7, and 17.8 cm, roughly 3, 9, 15, and

21 wavelengths. Intensity was measured for each pair position by translating a small

receiving antenna, connected to a detector, on a line 48 cm from the plane of the

receiving apertures. The intensities for each of the four spacings of the radiating

apertures were stored in a computer, and then the intensities were summed. The

summed intensities are images.

*. For the experiment with flexible metallic waveguides, Figure 22 shows intensity fringes

for the largest spacing, 17.8 cm. Figurr 23 shows the sum of intensity for the four

waveguide aperture spacings. This sum corresponds to luil 2in Equation 2. In Figure 22,,%

the minima at y, approximately ±8 cm spacing, correspond to the deep mimina in

Figure 13a. The low maxima at y, approximately ±16 cm, correspond to the second-order

images. These images have lower intensity relative to the zero order, receiving antenna,

and the radiating apertures. The fringes in Figure 22 show a strong decrease with lateral

displacement.
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Figure 22. Intensity from Two Metallic Waveguides Spaced
17.8 cm at 48 cm Distance for Wavelength 8.57 mm
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Figure 23. Reconstructed Intensity Produced by Summing
Intensities for Four Spacings of Metallic Waveguide Pair
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For the experiment with dielectric waveguides, Figure 24 shows intensity of fringes

again for the largest spacing of 17.8 cm. The intensity deereases with later

displacement more rapidly for the dielectric waveguides than it does for the metallic.

Figure 25 shows the reconstructed image intensity. The second-order images seem less

. distinct than those for the metallic waveguide setup; see Figure 23.

20 , I
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Figure 24. Intensity from Two Dielectric Waveguides Spaced 17.8 cm at
48 cm Distance; Wavelength 8.57 cm
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Figure 25. Intensity Produced by Summing Intensities
for Four Spacings of Dielectric Waveguide Pair
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8. SUMMARY

An approach to real-time microwave holographic imaging was studied. In particular,

spatially noncoherent wavefront reconstruction methods were evaluated theoretically,

numerically, and experimentally.

Spatially noncoherent reconstruction is done by doubling holograms; that is by forming

.4 two axially symmetric replicas of an original hologram. Axially symmetric pairs of

" points are coherent but not coherent with other pairs.

Two theoretical descriptions of the reconstruction are given. One theory assumes a

hologram is formed and computes image intensity of the doubled hologram on the basis

." of array theory for the region of Fraunhofer diffraction, the farfield. The other theory

also computes farfield image intensity, but it describes hologram formation for a point

- object and reference source; this theory involves integration over continous apertures

rather than discrete point sources as in array theory.

* The continuous theory can be interpreted physically to predict image locations. Both

theories predict image locations that agree with measurement, but the discrete theory

predicts magnitudes that more closely agree with measured values with a fiber optic

doubler.

Reconstruction experiments were done. No formation experiments were done to

eliminate equipment costs; instead, previously formed holograms were used. The

holograms were of a log periodic array radiating first in its sum mode and then in its

P difference mode. Wavelength was 3.30 cm.

Reconstructions were done with radiation of two distinct wavelengths.

Reconstructions were done with coherent infrared radiation from a line array of four

0.85 micrometer solid-state lasers, which replicated the hologram intensities.

Holograms were doubled by directing the output of each laser to a pair of optical fibers.

Reconstruction intensity was measured by an array of charge-coupled devices. '5
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Reconstructions were also done with 8.57 mm waves. A pair of waveguides was

connected to a signal generator. Interference fringe intensity was separately measured

jfor four spacings of the radiating ends of the waveguides by scanning the image region

with a small receiving antenna. The intensity for each spacing was stored in a computer

,- and intensities for the four spacings were summed to effect noncoherent superposition.

The 0.85 micrometer reconstructions were described better by the discrete theory rather

than the continuous; image locations were correct for both, but second-order image

- intensity was more accurate for the discrete theory. The continuous theory described

the magnitudes of the millimeter wave reconstruction better than did the discrete

p theory. The apparent reason is in the width of hologram fringes compared to widths of

radiating sources. That is, the element factor enters.

8.
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